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Background

Focus on inunnguiniq or “the making of a human 
being” through engagement in projects driven by a 
community need and owned by Inuit and grounded 
in the Inuit Worldview or IQ (Tagalik, 2012).

In inunnguiniq learning model, Inuit see everyone 
as interconnected, as teaching and as learning.



The Learning Blanket
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/state_of_aboriginal_learning_in_canada-
final_report,_ccl,_2009.pdf



Some of the literature behind the project

http://www.ilitaqsiniq.ca/

http://ntip.gov.nu.ca/

http://www.ilitaqsiniq.ca/
http://ntip.gov.nu.ca/


“Regarding the habkut, used to check the quality of the snow, you 
have to use the right tool to assess the snow. And  in assessment you 
have to use the right tool, too. “
Saimanaaq Netser, 2003
(See Document: Education Framework for Nunavut Curriculum)



Ilippallianginnarniq
Continuing Learning

Nunavut Department of Education, 2008. Foundation for Dynamic Assessment



Objective 1: Documentation of Informal & Nonformal Educational Practices

Objective 2: Community Driven Research

Objective 3: Stories of Life-Long Learning

Illustration of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit by Elder Donald Ulluadluak from Arviat, Nunavut



3 Project Goals – Today focus on #2

1. Documentation of educational practices with
Inuit youth, families, communities and schools
that matter in light of a holistic life-long learning
model and Inuit Education.

2. Documentation of life-long learning in and
through engagement in community science
research projects.

3. Documentation of life-long learning pathways of
youth and young adults. Focus will rest on the
creation of stories of learning pathways.



Youth Perspective on Inuit Education
Curtis Kuunuaq Konek, Arviat





How the research started

• Community concerns about water quality, voiced through 
social media and local radio – Nanguk/stomach discomfort and 
diarrhea

• Asked many questions when I learned of a researcher in town, 
formed partnership with Vincent L’Hérault and other scientific 
mentors

• Funded by Health Canada (CCHAP): Supported the hiring of 
youth during the  summer, the sharing with community and 
made possible the seeking of advice from elders

• Supported also the participation in conferences and the 
sharing of our community research driven results with 
researchers

• Started to work on a Water Quality Course Curriculum  for 
schools that is culturally relevant and groundedin IQ for youth





Way of learning – The project

• Mentors: Dalhousie U, Guelph U, Nunavut 
Research Institute and ARCTIConnexion

• Hands-on

• Exchange between North and South: Mentors 
come up North, we travel to Universities,
engage in teleconference and email exchanges 
and conversations





Made by Inuit for Inuit

• Research is done by Inuit, trained Inuit youth in return
• Cultural way of learning that is meaningful and 

relevant to youth
– Hands-on
– Inuktitut

• Break the barrier between Elders and youth due to 
colonisation; re-engage youth and elders in 
conversations
– Youth and elders can share and discuss (free from Western 

structure, deepen Inuit ways of knowing, being & 
becoming)





Decolonization – Being Capable

• Develop self-esteem
• Find yourself (what you like to do…)
• Become capable, believe in your capacities to do 

things you want to do
– Question what you see / what you hear

• Strenghen the Identity
– Fill the gap created by colonization between elders

and younger generations; re-engage in conversations
– Discover the knowledge of elders, believe in that

knowledge and integrate it into your life






